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Introduction:  The idea for what became the 

Genesis NASA Discovery mission [1] was inspired by 
the Solar Wind Composition (SWC) experiment [2, 3] 
performed fifty years ago on Apollo 11, and then sub-
sequently on Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16.  The Moon, 
being devoid of any appreciable atmosphere and 
spending most of its orbit outside the magnetic field 
of Earth, is constantly bombarded by the solar wind.  
The “Swiss flag”, planted in the lunar regolith facing 
the Sun, demonstrated that quantitative capture of 
solar material was possible with subsequent analysis 
in terrestrial laboratories.  Because of limited expo-
sure times dictated by Apollo mission durations, but 
at least as importantly, limited purity of available 
collector materials, the SWC analyses were restricted 
to the noble gases.  That the success of Apollo SWC 
experiments inspired Principal Investigator Don Bur-
nett to propose Genesis two decades later as an exten-
sion to the rest of the periodic table is not retrospec-
tively surprising in that he had served as PI of the 
Apollo 17 Lunar Neutron Probe Experiment and 
hence understood well the irradiation environment in 
the near lunar surface.  However, an even deeper con-
nection exists for how Apollo inspires the solar sys-
tem science of Genesis, namely, continued demon-
stration of the unique importance of returning extra-
terrestrial samples to the Earth for sophisticated anal-
yses by multiple generations of scientists.   

In this review, I will provide a summary of the 
achievements of the Genesis Science Team [4] toward 
understanding the elemental and isotopic composition 
of the Sun through the measurement of captured solar 
wind.  The highest priority objectives of the Genesis 
mission have all been achieved and implications for 
the origin and evolution of the solar nebula, especially 
with respect to volatile elements, will be discussed.   
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